MOx

The facility desk
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MOx
With MOx, Markant introduces an exceptionally intelligent and
contemporary furniture range. Clean, businesslike and technically
perfectly executed. With the ﬂoating desktop and a slender base
the MOx obtains its refined look. The symmetrical interplay of lines
between the worktop and the undercarriage provides structure and
peace of mind on the work ﬂoor.
MOx fits perfectly in a dynamic working environment. The nature of
the organisation and the activities that take place there have a major
inﬂuence on the final choice of furniture. MOx allows an infinite
number of oﬃce configurations, team workstations and meeting
tables are put together. Due to this wide applicability, the entire
oﬃce can be furnished with MOx. This creates a homogenous image
in the oﬃce.
MOx always oﬀers a suitable solution.
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Timeless design
For a modern and dynamic oﬃce
Height adjustment with intelligent click mechanism
Available in white, silver and black
Also available in a management version

Design MOx
The bases of MOx, the 4-leg and the O-leg, are made of a high quality
steel tube profile of 70 x 30 mm. This profile gives MOx its tough and
industrial look. The base is constructed entirely from mono-materials,
making MOx highly recyclable at the end of its life cycle.
Together with the development of MOx, a completely new
frame was also designed. The new universal and modular
construction is a further development of the renowned ‘Markant
System Architecture’. It is therefore not only applicable to MOx,
but will also become the standard for all existing and future
Markant furniture lines. The intelligent design of the beams
makes it possible to install MOx completely without tools.
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MOx Assembly

Readability Height Adjustment

MOx Eco-ﬁts

Fast and tool-free assembly! MOx is Markant’s
first furniture range with the new Markant System
Architecture (MSA).

The window in the leg ensures a clear readability of the
set height. The adjustment range is from 61 to 85 cm.

The patented ECO-fits ensure tool-free assembly of the
worktop and accessories to the frame.

Functionality and Accessories

Height adjustments

Paint- and top colours

The functionality of the workplace can be increased by
adding accessories as cable management solutions and
partition walls.

Permanent height adjustment with the foldable crank
handle or optionally with the electric motor and digital
display. With the ‘click’ control, the workstation can be
adjusted to the required height without tools. MOx is
also available at a fixed height of 75 cm for conference
solutions.

MOx is available with a white, silver or black frame.
If desired, a top in almost any color or wood decor can be
placed on top

Toolless
MSA +
Quick assembly
Easy to adjust
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Accessories
Versions
Thanks to the many leg variants, an infinite number of desks,
team workstations and meeting tables can be put together.
The MOx design is sleek, businesslike and technically perfect.
The diﬀerent legs can be made as fixed height, height adjustable with
socket, height adjustable with crank or electric. Even the smart click
system is available for the MOxO. This allows you to always choose the
desired height for your workstation or set it yourself.

Q4 500mm Post + 1x ZOOM 102 + Desk clamp

Wirebasket (white)

Media Hub 2x power + usb dual charger, GST18

Thanks to the timeless design, an oﬃce environment with MOx always
remains up-to-date.

Article number: IB210600 (silver)
Article number: IB210600B (black)
Article number: IB210600W (white)

Article number: 6020901080 (100 cm)
Article number: 6020901480 (140 cm)
Article number: 6020901680 (160 cm)

Article number: 3913814080 (white)
Article number: 3913814070 (black)

MSA+ cable tray black

Cable trunk 82 cm

Article number: 39165080 (for table 80 cm)
Article number: 39181030 (100 - 140 cm)
Article number: 39181040 (140 - 180 cm)
Article number: 39181050 (180 - 220 cm)

Article number: 68111600 (transparant)
Article number: 68111650 (silver)
Article number: 68111670 (black)

Myscreen is available in various heights and
widths. Every fabric, color and Pattern is possible
as desired.

Available frame colours
Available frame colours are white, silver and black.
For the desk tops, a variety of colours and wood decors is possible.

› White RAL 9010

› Black RAL 9005

› Silver RAL 9006
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MOxO

MOx4
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Straight workplaces

Corner workstations

Team workstations

Meeting workplaces

Manager workstations

Rectangular work and meeting tables

Rectangular work table with extension table

Bench arrangement with drawer units

4x rectangular work table with ‘MYSCREEN’

Rectangular meeting tables

Freestanding square conference table

ǡ Fixed height: 75 cm.
ǡ Dimensions: v.a. 80 x 80 t/m 240 x 100 cm
ǡ with steps of 20 cm.

ǡ Adjustment range: 61 - 85 cm.
ǡ Dimensions basic table: 160 x 80 t/m 240 x 100 cm.
ǡ Dimensions extension table: 60 x 60 to 120 x 80 cm.

ǡ Adjustment range: fixed height 75 cm or 61 - 85 cm.
ǡ Dimensions: 320 x 160 and 360 x 160 cm.
ǡ Drawer blocks: with various layouts 60 or 80 cm deep.

ǡ Adjustment range: 61 - 85 cm.
ǡ Dimensions: 160 x 80 up to 240 x 100 cm.
ǡ MyScreens: can be provided with various fabrics or
a steel panel with or without acoustic filling.

ǡ Fixed height: 75 cm.
ǡ Dimensions: from 160 x 80 to 240 x 120 cm
ǡ with steps of 20 cm.

ǡ Fixed height: 75 cm.
ǡ Dimensions: 160 x 160 cm.
ǡ Equipped with blade thickness: 38 mm.

Rectangular work tables

Mirrored setup with screen

2x rectangular work table with cabinets

4x Call Center workstation with ‘MYSCREEN’

Rectangular conference tables with top overhang

Manager work table

ǡ Adjustment range: 61 - 85 cm.
ǡ Dimensions: v.a. 80 x 80 t/m 240 x 100 cm
ǡ with steps of 20 cm.

ǡ Adjustment range: 61 - 85 cm.
ǡ Dimensions basic table: 160 x 80 t/m 240 x 100 cm.
ǡ Dimensions extension table: 60 x 60 to 120 x 80 cm.

ǡ Adjustment range: 61 - 85 cm.
ǡ Dimensions: 160 x 80 up to 240 x 100 cm.
ǡ Scenarios: Stand Alone Cabinet.

ǡ Adjustment range: 61 - 85 cm.
ǡ Dimensions: 160 x 80 up to 240 x 100 cm.
ǡ MyScreens: Markant has a suitable solution for every call
centre situation (inbound and outbound) with ‘MyScreen’.

ǡ Fixed height: 75 cm.
ǡ Dimensions: from 160 x 80 to 240 x 120 cm
ǡ with steps of 20 cm.

ǡ Adjustment range: 61 - 85 cm.
ǡ Dimensions: from 200 x 100 cm up to 240 x 120 cm.
ǡ Equipped with top thickness: 38 mm and a glass frost
panel.

Rectangular work tables

Bench setup with ‘MYSCREEN’

Rectangular meeting arrangement

Manager work table

ǡ Adjustment range: 61 - 85 cm.
ǡ Dimensions: v.a. 80 x 80 t/m 240 x 100 cm
ǡ with steps of 20 cm.

ǡ Adjustment range: fixed height 75 cm or 61 - 85 cm.
ǡ Dimensions: 320 x 160 and 360 x 160 cm.
ǡ MyScreens: can be provided with various fabrics
or a steel panel with or without acoustic filling.

ǡ Fixed height: 75 cm.
ǡ Dimensions: MOx makes it possible to create an infinite
number of individual configurations based on the modular
system.
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Adjustment range: 61 - 85 cm.
Dimensions: from 200 x 100 cm up to 240 x 120 cm.
Equipped with top thickness: 38 mm and a glass frost panel.
Scenarios: Stand Alone Cabinet.
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Fabric - Rhapsody
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801

HPL Natural Oak

HPL White
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1092-MAR_MOxBrochure_V3 - 10/18.

Pictured: Arola office chair at a MOX desk
with Media Hub electrification and a Zoom 102 monitor arm.
All rights reserved in respect of typographical and printing errors, size and model changes. Actual colours may differ from the printed matter. The item numbers listed belong to the items shown.

